Abstract. In the paper some relationships between two models of concurrent system are described. One of these models are Petri nets, the other one the graphs with limitations described in [Kor?].It is shown that graphs with limitations can be used for modeling of concurrence in systems which are more general than Petri nets.
Introduction and motivation
In the paper [Kor97] I have proposed a model of concurrent system -the so called graphs with limitations. Roughly speaking they are subgraphs of power graphs. In [Kor97] such algebras, called L-graphs, have been defined and some of their properties have been showed. What is missing in that paper is a comparing of L-graphs with other, better known, models of concurrent system. Such well-known and widely accepted models of concurrence are Petri nets. In this paper some relationships between L-graphs and Petri nets will be shown. These relationships are rather obvious, the paper should be rather a supplement to [Kor97] than a presentation of new results. It is shown that L-graphs describe systems with more generally concurrence that Petri nets. It doesn't seem to be surprising, because the class of steps (sets of activities which can be executed independent each other) in a Petri net constitutes always an independence relation in the sense of Marczewski (see [Cohn68] for more details) and this needn't be the case for L-graphs.
Notation and terminology
In the paper we use the standard mathematical notation and terminology. Some not very often used notions (a one sorted definition of graphs, a definition of independence as a family of sets and some other notions) occurring in the paper have been (very briefly) described in [Kor97] . Λ more detailed description of these notions can be found in books on algebra, graphs or category theory. The language we use for speaking about Petri nets is the standard language used in books on this theory e.g. [Sta80] or [Re85] . The reader is assumed to be familiar with the elementary notions of the theory of graphs, Petri nets and algebra.
Petri nets
Petri nets are usually defined as systems of the form N= (S, Τ, pre, post) with S and Τ being disjoint sets of places Nets thus defined are often pictured as bipartite graphs in which places are denoted by circles and transitions by squares.
1. getting from a given place, say z, some materials 2. processing these materials 3. delivering the results of activity 2 to the place z.
We illustrate the system thus specified graphically as a bipartite graph (see Fig. 3 .1.) with two kinds of vertices: circles denoting places, in which some objects (materials or data) can be stored and boxes denoting activities, each box connected by incoming directed edges to some input places and by outgoing directed edges to some output places. So our system can perform six activities: (activities α, β,η of the producer and activities δ, ξ, φ of the consumer) and has seven places, in which the participating objects can be stored: (internal places a, b, c of the producer, internal places d, e, f of the consumer, and α place ρ, which is shared by producer and consumer). The picture from Fig. 3 .1 is a typical example of a Petri net. In this case we have: The above presentation of nets can be seen as a generalization of the well-known definition of graphs as two sorted algebras of the form
G = (vertices, arcs, source, target)
with vertices and arcs being disjoint sets and source, target : arcs vertices being functions. The definition of nets we use in the paper can be treated as a similar generalization of another, one sorted, presentation of graphs. In this approach by a graph one means an algebra
with dom, cod : X X. satisfying the conditions
for every iÇl. The generalization consists of replacing in the last definition of graphs functions dom and cod by relations.
DEFINITION 3.1. An e-net is any triple Ν = (X, entry, exit) such that:
(E.l) X is a set (of elements of the net N) called the carrier of the net Ν (E.2) entry, exit Ç Χ χ X are binary relations defined on the whole set X and satisfying the conditions:
Here we describe this presentations very loosely only. An interested reader can find a more detailed description in [Korl?]. The idea of this way of seeing nets is quite similar to that of the one-sorted presentation of graphs mentioned above. The relation entry (exit) should be equal to the identity for places and equal to the relation pre (post) for transition. The passing from the "standard" presentation of nets to that from Definition 3.1. and vice versa can be described as follows. It can be shown, that the most interesting subcategories of both categories 1 are isomorphic 2 . Simply, but long proofs can be found in [Korl?]. Petri nets in both presentations describe a kind of "static part" of a concurrent system. The behaviour of such a system can be characterized e.g. by a description of what is meant under a "process" and which operations can be executed on processes in a concurrent system. Usually one describes such a behaviour of a system, say Σ, as a (partial) algebra of the form
(ProcessesΣ, origin, end, ·, +)
with ProcessesΣ being the set of all processes which can run in the system Σ, origin(p) and end (ρ) being the starting and final -situation of a process ρ 6 ProcessesΣ, · : Processes^ X Processes?, -> ProcessesΣ being the operation of sequential and + : ProcessesΣ X ProcessesΣ -> ProcessesΣ -the operation of parallel composition of processes. Such a description of the dynamic of a system is known as the so called "process-semantic"; of Petri-nets (see [GLT] , [Pe73] , [MM89] , [NRT92] or [Wins84].) Let us recall some elementary notions connected with this semantics. DEFINITION 3.2. By a semi-step in a Petri net Ν = (X, entry, exit) one means any set Xo X such that for every x,y Ç X 0 it holds χ φ y entry (χ) Π exit(y) = 0. The set of all semisteps in a net Ν will be denoted by semisteps (N).
An interpretation
Semisteps are in a sense the "most general independent subsets" of the net under considerations. If one interprets the relations enter\id (= pre) and exit\ exit (= post) as parts of a causality relation, that the condition entry (ζ) Π exit (χ) = 0 says, that a step can not contain elements χ and y where y immediately follows (in the sense of this causality) x. Let us note; in general this condition is not sufficient for Xo to be a step (an independent subset) in a real concurrent system. In order to define such a step one needs additionally an information about the possibility of independent realization (execution and/or coexistence) of elements of this step. This information determines the concurrency constrains of the considered system.
One of possible definitions of a concurrent system is a pair Σ = (Ν, const) consisting of a Petri net Ν and a set constr of concurrency constrains in Ν. They can be of various nature, but in every case one can see them as a subset of the set semisteps(iV). Instead of constrains one speaks in this case about steps in this system and writes Σ = (Ν, steps (Σ)) instead Σ = (Ν, constr). For such steps we define operations Exit, Entry: steps (Σ) -» steps (Σ) as the standard extensions of the operations entry and exit, i.e. Let us note that, unlike to the "classical" approach, some sets of places of a net will also be called steps. It allows for an unified treatment of situations and changes in a system. In the set of all steps of a concurrent system Σ = (Ν, steps (Σ)) one defines the following partial operation
Entry (A) = |J entry (A), Exit(A) = (J exit (A)
of parallel composition of steps. For α, β G steps (Σ) we put α U β _ íaU/3ifaU/3e stepsÇZ) I undefined in other cases. One of the most natural properties for the set steps (N) is in every net the rather trivial condition
Entry (a) 6 steps (Σ) /kExit (a) 6 steps (Σ) saying simply that every step a allowed in the system Σ starts from a step (here being a situation) allowed in this system and finishes in a step allowed in it as well. Such a system is called safe iff for every sets XQ C Places (N) it holds
Xo Ε steps (Σ) JL· (Entry (a) = X0 or Exit (a) = X0) =>· a € steps (Σ).
The following definition bases on these rather obvious properties of concurrent systems. Having defined the notion of reachability graph of a concurrent system one can define processes in this system. Very loosely speaking they are paths in the corresponding reachability graphs without any information about the way of composition them from the steps. In this sense a process in a system, say Σ, can be seen as a set of paths of the graph ReachGraph (Σ). It can be seen as a path in the graph ReachGraph^) e.g. in the following ways. p= (a + a') (/? + a') (7 + a') (β' + a) 3 We do not distinguish here between the function Entry (Exit) and its restriction Entrybecause the meaning of the symbol Entry is always clear from the context. ρ' = (a + a') (β + a') (a' + c) (7 + b') (β' + a) . Another presentation of this process is given by the formula ρ = (α' + a') (β + a') (7 + b') (a' + c) (β' + a) . The interested reader can easily reconstruct the corresponding occurrence net. The set of all possible such representations of this net as paths in the graph ReachGraph(E) is what we will understand under a process in Σ.
We end the above brief description of the most elementary notions of Petri nets with a presentation of a possible transformation of the terminal object in the category of (S,T, pre, post) -nets into the producer-consumer net from example 3.1. Let us note that this net is not the terminal object in the category of e-nets described above. The reasoning can be easy extended to this case, but the case we use below is better known in the literature. So our start-point is a net consisting of one transition a where pre(a) = post (a) = a. The first step of our refinement is a refinement of the transition a into two transitions αϊ and «2 This refinement is a morphism of e-nets because:
def. of the function f| = f (Entry(a) ) fa e S Entry ({α}) = {α}]. The proof for the operation Exit is analogous. So the function f is a net morphism. The net so obtained can be seen as it is illustrated in fig 3. 7. Now both αϊ and oli can be replaced by some processes; αχ by a process a\\Ct\2 with an "internal" place b and by a process <2210:22 with an "internal" place c as it is shown in fig. 3 .8. Proofs for the operation Exit and the remaining elements of this net are analogous. So we have proved that the function f is a net morphism.
The net so obtained can be illustrated graphically as it is shown in figure 3.8. This net can be "glued together" with some other nets as in figure 3.9. This gluing together consists of a kind of "synchronization"; some pairs (indicated by dotted boxes) of places and transitions are synchronized into places and transitions of a new net. This operation transforms the net from left part of figure 3.9. (the coproduct of nets NI, N2 and N3) into the "standard" producer consumer system. Let us note that this refinement does not transform processes in the net N3 onto processes in the net N4. It only transforms those processes into some parts of processes in N4.
L-graphs
By an L-graph we mean (see [Kor97] needn't be a function. Morphisms of power-graphs can respect the corresponding L-graphs (i.e. it can be / (L) Ç L'), reflect them (i.e. / -1 (L') Ç L) or have both these properties. In the last case it is called strong.
Some relationships between Petri nets and L-graphs
Now we show L-graphs corresponding to Petri-nets. The idea is simple; it is enough to see a net as the graph of the relation entryUexit. Let Ν = 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For every e-net Ν = (Ν, entry, exit) and χ £ Ν it holds: g (entry (χ)) = domΝ (g (x)) fa-9 {exit (χ)) = codΝ (g («)).

Proof. g(entry (χ))
= Upe eniry i*) 9 (i/)
= U y € entry (χ) entry (y) X exit (y)
def. of the function g~\
The function g, more precisely its extension to the power set pow(iV),
g : pow (JV) ->· pow (X (G Ν))
will be used as a transformation of some subsets of (the carrier set of) a net into an appropriate L-graph. It transforms steps of the system Σ onto some subsets of the set X (Gjv), i.e. the set of all steps of the system Σ = (Ν (Σ), steps (Σ)) is transformed into the carrier set of the power graph of G (TV). 
g (Λ) g (Β)
Fig. 5.2
For simplicity we omit the indexes denoting transitions and identify elements of this graph by their "start" and "end-points". So we draw e.g. the arrow a -> b instead of a b. In this concrete situation it cases no mistakes; our steps contain no transitions being in a conflict. In the situation pictured in the fig. 5 .2. we can not identify arrows by their end-points; the triples αϊ = (b, a, d) and α 2 = (b, β, d) denote two different arrows of G (Ν) . In general the graph G(N) is not a Berge's graph. Now we can define the limitation family corresponding to a system Σ, more precisely, to the class of steps of this system. The family Ζ(Σ) = {g (A) :A is a step of the net N} determines a limitation family of the graph G (Ν). The corresponding Lgraph will be called determined by the system Σ = (Ν (Σ), steps (Σ)). In this graph the following proposition holds. Proof. In order to describe L-graphs corresponding to Petri-nets we need some new notions. In what follows we will often write arrows(GL) instead of arrows(</rap/i (GL)), vertices(GL) instead of vertices(graph (GL)) etc. 
G arrows (GL) and every
This is the standard definition of N-density; it simply excludes from the corresponding limitation family sets of the form showed in fig. 5 .3. below. The fact that the set NQL is nonvoid follows from the descending chain condition for the poset (L, Ç). The triple net (GL) = (-/Vgl? enírj/QL) eziÍQL) is a Petri net. It is the underlying net of the system sys(GL) corresponding to the L-graph GL. The family steps(sys(GL)) of processes of the system sys(GL) can be defined as the set of paths generated by the set L = steps (sys (GL)) i.e. by elements of the limitation family L of the L-graph GL in the corresponding reachability graph. So processes of this system are built form these objects (being in fact some steps of the net net(GL)) by means of the operations of sequential and parallel compositions of processes. The notion of process thus defined contains also an information about the way of realization of a process. It corresponds to an element of a process understood as an equivalence class of the "independence relation of actions" as it is done e.g. in [Ma77]. So we have defined a mapping η : L(pow(N GL). We show that this mapping is a graph homomorphism from the S-graph GL into the reachability graph of the net net (GL). The proof for the operation Exit is similar. The functions g and η defined above transform nets into L-graphs and L-graphs into nets. By these transformations the family of steps in a net is transformed into the limitation family of the corresponding graph, and such a family into the set of steps of the net.
6. Concluding remarks L-graphs as defined in [Kor97] have been taught as models of transformations of concurrent systems. They allow a relatively simple description of a kind of "generalized independence" in systems which can be modeled by graphs. Morphisms of L-graphs "operate" on a level lower than those of Petri nets and consequently they can describe transformations more general than the morphisms of "bare" (i.e. without any additional conditions, e.g. capacity functions) Petri nets. One can of course ask if in the "classical" -mainly closely related to computer-sciences applications -areas of various theories of concurrency we really need yet another model in which concurrency is seen rather as family of sets than as binary relation. Perhaps not. However there exist many other important kinds of concurrency, or better to say, independence which are easier to see as families of sets then as relations. In many systems some threshold phenomena appear, or the family of sets of mutually independent activities can be very irregular. The proposed formalism seems to be in such cases more suitable and "natural" than that of Petri nets.
